
Stay in a traditional, Japanese-style inn
Try your hand at farming
Cycle along rice paddies 
Eat rice cooked in an earthen pot
Sleep on tatami straw mats

Traditional Japanese life-style

Experience the ancient Japanese  mountain 
asceticism passed down from generation to 
generation

Conch horn blowing
Purification through ritualistic fire
Various devotional offices

Shugen-do in the heart of the mountains

We take you where the Japanese spirit resides
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Observe traditional artisanship at its best
Tatami-maker
Scroll mounter
Writing-brush maker
Seal-maker
Plasterer　etc.

Japan’ s master artisans



Kam Navi Tours offer an alternative to standard tours. We want your experience in Japan to go below the 
surface, to lead to encounters with locals and insights into their lifestyles. Just as the name “Kam Navi” says, 
we take you to mysterious spots where the ancient kami deities are said to be dwelling.

For this purpose we offer tours in Oku-Yamato, the back country in the east and south of Nara prefecture. 
Easily accessible from Osaka, Kyoto or Nara, this part of Japan is still unspoiled by the masses.

The serene nature, quiet lifestyle, and rich traditional crafts invite the travellers to immerse themselves in this 
peacefulness.

On our tours you can do more than just sightseeing. Find out about ancient mountain ascetic practices. 
Observe artisans going about their centuries-old crafts and listen to their extensive knowledge. Cycle along 
rice paddies softly swaying in the wind. Experience traditional living while staying at a charming inn and gaze 
at the stars from the Japanese-style veranda. 
Find your very own spot to relax and unwind.

We help you customize your original experience in Oku-Yamato.

What is Kam Navi Tours?

We take you where the Japanese spirit resides
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